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Review of 2017 activity
You will find on our website the moral, financial and activity reports approved at our ordinary
general meeting of May 28th, 2018. In French only

The team is growing...
Welcome to Blandine, Brigitte and Sylvie!
We are delighted to be able to count on their punctual help. They will give some of their free time
to support us in various missions (search for funding, administration, updating of the website,
projects and classes sponsorship...).

... but a treasurer is still missing
Due to the lack of candidates for the vacant positions of the board of directors during our GA, we
have broadened our researches, unsuccessfully...
According to the statutes of the association, the board of directors must count at least three
members and without a treasurer, the association cannot continue to function. Christine
(president) and Amandine (vice-president) cannot fill this position in addition to the rest.
So we count on you to come forward or spread the word!

In the field: Marlene will coordinate the management
of individual sponsorship

Marlene Zereceda Vargas (in the center of each photo)
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Marlene Zereceda Vargas is a native of Cusco and has been a teacher at the Picol School for 15
years now. Last year, we developed and realized the greenhouse project together. This year she
will be in charge of monitoring our sponsorship program. Jean-Gabriel, who was in Cusco few
weeks in June and July, is passing along to Marlene all the information needed to coordinate the
program.
Her role will be to:
Organize meetings with godchildren from Asvin and Picol schools and Cusco colleges and
other schools along with their parents
Give us regular news about the godchildren and follow their school career
Follow up on correspondence between godchildren and their godparents
Pay school fees: registration, books, supplies, uniforms, canteen ... and one-off assistance
when necessary (health expenses, support for a family in great precariousness)
Keep accounts of sponsorship expense.
"It is a pleasure for me to work with Los Chicos de Cusco because I have always been keen to watch over
those who have little, to help them and guide them. That's also why I always liked working at Picol
School. Since I am here, I have often been visited by foreigners with whom I have worked for the sake of
the institution and the children. I know I will not disappoint them..." Marlene
Thanks to Marlene for her commitment and collaboration. We are delighted to be able to count
on her!

In schools: volunteers are fully involved
Nolwenn Priour and Nolwenn Sauvètre
Both attending the Social Careers programm of the University
Institute of Technoloy of Rennes, France, they completed their
internship at Asvin from mid-February to the end of March:
English and French classes, assistance in class, sports and
cultural activities, health prevention workshops... Nolwenn
and Nolwenn brought a lot to the structure. Congratulations
for their creativity and commitment!

"For our health prevention project, we set up the microbio game, a
revisited bulldog game in which a person representing the microbe
must contaminate other children by touching them. [...] Afterwards,
the children asked us many times to play again."
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"This month of volunteering has been a great human and professional
experience for the both of us. We have been very well received and guided by
the children, the parents and the teachers throughout our stay. We were
surprised by the kindness of all, and the warm atmosphere that reigned at
school.
Many thanks to the association Los Chicos de Cusco and more particularly to
Amandine and Christine for their support during our internship."

To be read: the report of their intervention. In French only.

Noémie Schoch
From early April to late May, Noémie was a volunteer at Picol School.
These 2 months were intense and full of good times with the children.
"The end of volunteering went really well but the students were sad and they
are now eagerly waiting for a new volunteer to help them!" Noémie

Emmanuelle and Jérémie, Hands of Solidarity
In early April, 40 children received osteopathic treatment in Picol, Asvin and Las Hormiguitas
(Huchuy Yachaq).
Many thanks to Emmanuelle and Jérémie,
founders of Hands of Solidarity. The two
osteopaths have been travelling around the world
for a few months now, providing their care for
free. Their ambition is to develop solidarity
osteopathy throughout the world. A meaningful
and long-lasting action: they are currently
developing their association, building a network of
osteopaths willing to work in every corner of the
world throughout the year. Therefore, new
volunteer osteopaths may come back again in late
2018 in all our 3 schools!
To be read: the report of their intervention. In French only.
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Guillaume, Guillaume and Nicolas
Trainees work in pairs! After Nolwenn and Nolwenn, here
come Guillaume and Guillaume, on filed training in Asvin
since June 4th. Nicolas, a mutual friend, came along in this 8
weeks adventure. All three assist teachers, provide computer
courses...

"Everything is going well, the computer room is perfectly fine and
we give Words and Paint lessons to the oldest kids from time to
time. We help teachers or replace them when they are absent.
Everybody welcomed us with open arms, we have fun with the
children during the breaks and they seem to enjoy us being
here."

Other solidarity initiatives in France
A whole high school goes into action
9 years ago, a group of students from Saint-Michel high school in Château Gontier, Mayenne,
France, created the association ULESA with "the desire to help those in need" and more
specifically to support the projects of access to education in developping countries.
On monday, June 4th, Alix, Amaury and the members of 2017-2018 ULESA office handed over a
check of 6018 euros to Los Chicos de Cusco, fruit of a fund-raising organized throughout
the year through various cultural and festive events (pastries sales, cinema sessions, costume ball
...).
Thanks and congratulations to ULESA members and high school students for their enthusiasm,
commitment and generosity!
Christine at the check presentation. The opportunity
to present our association and Peru to high school
students.
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When a voluntary work turns into a real corporate solidarity project
Cindy, future volunteer in Picol school starting next September, managed to collect more than
4000 € by mobilizing her company: solidarity race, crowdfunding campaign, rallying of CMCAS
Marseille works council and of her company's (UNIPER Gardanne) trade union, presentation of the
project to the first year primary pupils of Sainte-Marie school of Fuveau...
In short, she enthusiastically multiplies her actions. Thanks Cindy!

Special thanks
Thanks to Jean-Gabriel, who stayed for a while in Cusco, who is always available and is doing his
best to ensure the transition and the transfer of power!
Thanks to Arlette, Aïnhoa, Océane, Christine and Amandine for the making and the translation of
this Cusco Express.
Thanks again to all the volunteers for supporting solidarity projects. And a big thanks to all of you,
godparents, patrons and members for helping us in our actions.

Follow us on our Facebook page!
Visit our website: www.ecolesandines.com
Enjoy summer time 
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